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Tap Water Scheme @Moreshwar Wadi, Mokhada
Liquid Lifeline: Moreshwarwadi's Water Transformation

Introduction

In a collaborative effort involving the Rotary Club Thane West, Pragati Pratishthan, and with

the financial support of Envirocare Labs, A significant milestone was achieved with the

inauguration of the Tap Water Scheme on December 27, 2022, at Moreshwarwadi in

Mokhada, District - Palghar. Moreshwarwadi village, nestled 27 kilometers away from

Mokhada taluka, stands as a remote and secluded settlement. With a mere 18 families and

a population of 94, this village is blessed with an abundant wellspring of water. However,

the women of the village were burdened with the arduous task of fetching water from a

distant source, approximately one kilometer away.



Driven by a commitment to enhance the quality of life for Moreshwarwadi's residents, a

comprehensive survey was conducted after engaging in meaningful discussions with the

villagers. The outcome of this endeavor culminated in the construction of four strategically

placed stand posts within the village, ensuring the seamless availability of clean and safe

water to its residents.

Current Status and Maintenance of the Tap Water Scheme:

● A dedicated savings account for the tap water scheme has been established, with

account number 98850100006842 at the Bank of Baroda, Asse branch.

● Regular contributions into the account have resulted in a substantial balance of

₹15,600.

● The villagers have diligently planned the operation schedule for the water pump,

ensuring the timely release of water throughout the village.

● All standposts and taps within the scheme are maintained in excellent condition.

● A few minor leakages in the scheme's tanks are being addressed promptly.

● The pipeline infrastructure remains in optimal condition.

● The pumps and panels are well-maintained, and the filtration system is operational.
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● The tap water scheme continues to operate efficiently, delivering its intended

benefits to the community.

Village Reaction:

Since the implementation of the tap water scheme, the residents of Moreshwarwadi have

experienced a transformative change in their daily lives. The considerable time saved in

fetching water has allowed them to redirect their focus towards agriculture and the

nurturing of their children. Furthermore, the hazardous journey to the well, particularly

during the monsoon season, has been eliminated, reducing the risk of accidents and

injuries.

The Tap Water Scheme has not only quenched the village's thirst but has also ushered in

newfound opportunities for growth, prosperity, and safety, ultimately enriching the lives of

its residents.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_b3W-FNKg0

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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